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independent thinking of their members and prevent the solution
of problems on consic;'erations of merit . For blocs tend to
create counter-blocs and, in the end, defeat their purposes .

I am not accusing any bloc . But it is a fact that
new groups havé 'been formed in the United Nations which are
perhaps the inevitable result of older blocs that were
created earlier .

As far as Canada is concerned, it is the firm
determination of my delegation to resist the trend towards
bloc development . Canada is a party to many associations,
all of which we value highly -- with our colleagues in the
Commonwealth, with our allies in the North Atlantic Treaty
Organization, with our neighbours in the Americas and across
the Pacific . We shall work together with these nations when
we share common views or policies . But we will not be a
party in any way to any bloc which prevents us from judging
issues on their merits as we see them .

In conclusion, I profess the profound hope that we
in the United Nations will dedicate ourselves anew to the
high purposes and hopes of twelve years ago .

The United Nations will be true to the principles
of the Charter-. when every nation, however powerful, does not
permit itself the luxury of violating its principles or
flouting its decisions . I remember as yesterday the
inscription over the doorway to the hall at San Francisco
where the United Nations had its beginnings "This monument
eloquent of hopes realized and dreams come true", which
mankind hoped would be the achievement of its supreme task --
the establishment of a just and lasting peace . That is still
the responsibility of the United Nations. Past failures or
frustrations or cynicism must not be permitted to impede us
in bringing about disarmament and an end to the suicidal
armaments race. Past Assemblies have earned names
descriptive of their major activities . There was the
"Palestine'-Assembly" the "Korean Assembly" . Mankind would
breathe easier if this Assembly might be known in future
years as the "Disarmament Assembly" .
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